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Optimization
As discussed briefly
b
in Section
n 4.1, the probleem we are facing when searchin
ng for stationaryy values of the aaction given in eequation
((4.1) is optimizaation; i.e. trying
g to locate the staationary values. In literature treeating the AVP, only minimum
m and saddle poinnts have
bbeen searched fo
or, indicating th
hat there are no maximum
m
pointts for the action.. I will thereforee only discuss m
minimum (both gglobal and
llocal) and saddle points in this thesis.
t
The choiice of optimizing
g methods is a reflection
r
of thiss; with the excepption of the New
wtonR
Raphson method
d, all of the metthods search for stationary values in a descent direction.
d
This aautomatically exxcludes any posssible
m
maximum pointts. The Newton--Raphson metho
od is capable of locating any staationary point, bbut, as we will seee in the next chhapter,
tthere will solely
y be minimum an
nd saddle pointss that are solutio
ons to the action
n.
A general descriiption of several optimizing meethods will be giiven in this section, while in thee next chapter, tthey will be evaaluated by
aapplying them to a system galax
xies. The metho
ods will be judged on the groun
nd of effectiveneess and ability to locate differennt solutions.
T
The reason for doing
d
this ratherr detailed testing
g is simply that there, as of todaay, is no methodd that is known to be better thann any other
ffor general use, and that it is haard to say from just looking at th
he problem whicch method is beest suitable. A description of thee methods
ppresented can bee found in textbooks like Press,,Walsh,DS,GMW
W,Bert.
IIn the general trreatment given in the remaining
g parts of this ch
hapter, the function for which w
we try to find thee minima are refferred to as
, where are
a the unknown
n variables. An unconstrained
u
optimization
o
pro
ocedure starts byy choosing a staarting point; i.e. an initial
gguess for the values of the unkn
nown parameterrs in
oof actually findiing minima increased, by choossing
tthe behavior of

, . A substantial am
mount of compuuting time can bee saved, and thee possibility
with som
me care. This meeans in practice using whatever information available on

, so that ou
ur initial guess is
i not too far fro
om the stationarry point(s).

O
Once the initial point is chosen,, we must make two decisions before
b
the next point
p
can be gennerated: (i) we m
must first pick a direction
aalong which thee next point is to
o be chosen, and
d (ii) we must deecide on a step size
s to be taken in that chosen ddirection. We thhen have
tthe following iteerative picture

w
where is the direction
d
and
is the step size.
s
The different optimization methods presennted differ in thee choice of
R
Roughly speakin
ng, we can classsify these metho
ods into three caategories:

annd

.

The
ttwo last categorries are often alsso classified as gradient
g
method
ds. In choosing a method, accurracy and especiaally computing ttime are of
tthe essence. Cattegory (1) will not
n be considereed here; it is gen
nerally accepted that one shouldd make use of firrst-order derivattives if
tthey are available and not too elaborate to calcu
ulate. Category (3) will generallly generate poinnts that are suffficiently close too the
m
minimum point in the least num
mber of steps, bu
ut that does not necessarily
n
meaan that it is the m
most efficient. T
The computationnal costs of
ccomputing and handling
h
the seccond derivativess can be so substantial, that the evaluation of thhe first derivativve alone at severral points
w
would take less computing timee. Methods of caategory (2) wou
uld then be a preeferable choice.
F
For illustrative purposes,
p
a quad
dratic function will
w be used in the
t presentation of these optimiizing methods, m
much due to its simplicity,
bbut mainly becaause several of th
hese methods where
w
originally designed to solv
ve problems equuivalent to miniimizing a quadraatic
ffunction. The n--dimensional qu
uadratic function
ns used here is on
o the form

w
where is a possitive definite matrix
m
, and are vectors, and c is a scalar co
onstant. The illuustrations presennted are 2-dimennsional
rrepresentation of
o the quadratic, where the conto
ours represent where
w
the functio
on values are thhe same.
L
Let us now takee a closer look att some of these optimizing meth
hods, starting with
w category (2)).

M
Method off Steepest Descent

F
Figure 4.1: Thee method of Steeepest Descent ap
pproaches the minimum
m
in a zig
g-zag manner, w
where the new ssearch direction is
oorthogonal to th
he previous.
T
The method of Steepest
S
Descen
nt is the simplestt of the gradientt methods. The choice
c
of directiion is where f decreases most qquickly,
w
which is in the direction
d
opposiite to
. The
T search startts at an arbitrary
y point
cclose enough to the solution. In
n other words, th
he iterative procedure is

and thhen slide down tthe gradient, unttil we are

w
where

is the gradient at one
o given point.. Now, the questtion is, how big should the stepp taken in that diirection be; i.e. what is the

vvalue of ? Ob
bviously, we wan
nt to move to th
he point where th
he function f tak
kes on a minimuum value, whichh is where the diirectional
dderivative is zerro. The direction
nal derivative is given by

S
Setting this exprression to zero, we see that should be chosen
n so that
and
are orthogonall. The next step is then
ttaken in the direection of the neg
gative gradient at
a this new pointt and we get a zig-zag
z
pattern aas illustrated in F
Figure (4.1). Thhis iteration
ccontinues until the
t extremum haas been determiined within a ch
hosen accuracy .
W
What we have here
h is actually a minimization problem
p
along a line, where thee line is given byy (4.7) for different values of . This is
uusually solved by
b doing a linearr search (also reeferred to as a liine search); i.e. searching for a minimum poinnt along a line. A
ddescription of so
ome of these meethods is given by
b Press,Walsh,,Shew. Hence, the
t search for a m
is reduced too a
minimum of
ssequence of lineear searches. Th
his implementatiion of the Steepeest Descent metthod are often reeferred to as thee optimal gradieent method.
A
Alternatively, on
ne can start out with a chosen value
v
for , wh
hich, if necessary
y, will be modiffied during the iiterations, makinng sure that
tthe function deccreases at each itteration. This iss of course a lot simpler, and oft
ften works betterr, in cases where the calculationn using a
llinear search is laborious.
l
It willl take many mo
ore iterations to reach
r
the minim
mum, but each itteration will takke much less tim
me than by
uusing a linear seearch.
T
The resultant iteerative algorithm
m with a linear search
s
is given in
i Algorithm 4.1
1.

F
Figure 4.2: Thee convergence of the method off Steepest Desceent. The step size gets smaller aand smaller, crosssing and recrosssing the
vvalley (shown as contour lines), as it approachees the minimum
m.

A
As seen, the method of Steepest Descent is sim
mple, easy to app
ply, and each iteeration is fast. Itt also very stablee; if the minimuum points
eexist, the method is guaranteed to locate them after
a
at least an infinite numberr of iterations. B
But, even with alll these positivee
ccharacteristics, the
t method has one very importtant drawback; it
i generally has slow convergennce. For badly sscaled systems; ii.e. if the
eeigenvalues of the Hessian matrrix at the solu
ution point are different
d
by seveeral orders of maagnitude, the meethod could endd up
sspending an infiinite number of iterations before locating a min
nimum point. It starts out with a reasonable connvergence, but tthe

pprogress gets slo
ower and slowerr as the minimu
um is approached
d Shew. This is illustrated in Fiigure 4.2, in the case of a quadrratic
ffunction with a long, narrow vaalley. The metho
od may converge fast for such badly
b
scaled sysstems, but is then very much deependent on
a good choice of starting point. In other words,, the Steepest Deescent method can
c be used wheere one has an inndication of where the
m
minimum is, butt is generally co
onsidered to be a poor choice fo
or any optimizattion problem. It is mostly only uused in conjunction with
oother optimizing
g methods.

M
Method off Conjugate Gradien
nts
As seen in the previous
p
subsection, the reason why the method of Steepest Deescent convergees slowly is thatt it has to take a right angle
tturn after each step,
s
and conseq
quently search in
n the same direcction as earlier steps
s
(see Figuree 4.1). The methhod of Conjugatte
G
Gradients is an attempt to mend
d this problem by
b ``learning'' frrom experience.
```Conjugacy'' means
m
that two un
nequal vectors, di and d j , aree orthogonal with
h respect to anyy symmetric possitive definite m
matrix, for
eexample Q in (4
4.6); i.e.

T
This can be look
ked upon as a geeneralization off orthogonality, for
f which Q is the
t unity matrixx. The idea is to let each search direction
d i be dependen
nt on all the otheer directions searrched to locate the
t minimum off f(x) through eqquation (4.9). A set of such searrch
ddirections is refeerred to as a Q-o
orthogonal, or conjugate,
c
set, an
nd it will take a positive definitte n-dimensionaal quadratic funcction as
ggiven in (4.6) to
o its minimum point in, at most,, n exact linear searches.
s
This method
m
is often rreferred to as Coonjugate Directtions, and a
sshort description
n follows.
T
The best way to visualize the working
w
of Conju
ugate Directionss is by comparin
ng the space we are working in with a ``stretchhed'' space.
A
An example of this
t ``stretching'' of space is illu
ustrated in Figurre 4.3: (a) demo
onstrates the shaape of the contouurs of a quadratiic function
iin real space, wh
hich are ellipticaal (for
). Any pair of vecctors that appearr perpendicular in this space, w
would be orthogoonal. (b)
sshow the same drawing
d
in a spaace that are strettched along the eigenvector axes
a
so that the eelliptical contouurs from (a) beccome
ccircular. Any paair of vectors thaat appear to be perpendicular
p
in
n this space, is in
n fact
qquadratic functions starts at

in Figure 4.3(a)), and takes a steep in the directio
on

-orthoggonal. The searchh for a minimum
m of the
and stops at the point

. This is a minim
mum point

aalong that directtion, determined
d the same way as for the Steep
pest Decent meth
hod in the previious section: thee minimum alonng a line is
w
where the directtional derivativee is zero (equatio
on (4.8)). The essential differen
nce between thee Steepest Desceent and the Conjjugate
D
Directions lies in the choice of the next search direction from this
t minimum point.
p
While the Steepest Desceent method woulld search in
tthe direction

in Figure 4.3(a)), the Conjugatee Direction meth
hod would chosee

. How comee Conjugate Dirrections managee to search

iin the direction that
t leads us strraight to the solu
ution ? The answer is found in
n Figure 4.3(b): In this stretchedd space, the direection
aappears to be a tangent
t
to the no
ow circular conttours at the poin
nt

. Since the next search direection

oorthogonal to th
he previous, they
y will appear perrpendicular in th
his modified spaace. Hence,
oof the quadratic function

is consstrained to be

-

w
will take us directly to the minim
mum point

.

F
Figure 4.3: Opttimality of the method
m
of Conju
ugate Directionss. (a) Lines that appear perpendi
dicular are orthoggonal. (b) The ssame
pproblem in a ``stretched'' space.. Lines that appeear perpendiculaar are

-orthog
gonal.

T
To avoid search
hing in directions that have been
n searched beforre, the Conjugatte Direction guaarantees that thee minimization oof
aalong one directtion does not ``sspoil'' the minim
mization along an
nother; i.e. that after i steps,
ddirections. This is essentially what
w is stated in equation
e
(4.9): A search along
, and as we now move along som
me new direction
n
oorder to not inteerfere with the minimization
m
alo
ong
ggradient itself bee perpendicular to

will be miniimized over all searched

has revealed w
where the gradiient is perpendiccular to

, the gradieent changes by

, we requiire that the grad
dient remain perppendicular to

. Hence, we
w have equation
n (4.9). We see from Figure 4.33(b), where

,

(see equationn (4.6)). In
; i.e. that the chhange in
annd

appear perrpendicular

bbecause they aree -orthogonal,, that it is clear that
t
must poin
nt to the solutio
on . A thoroughh description off the linear Conjjugate
D
Directions and Conjugate
C
Gradients methods has
h been given by
b Shew.
T
The Conjugate Gradients
G
metho
od is a special case of the metho
od of Conjugatee Directions, whhere the conjugaate set is generatted by the
ggradient vectorss. This seems to be a sensible ch
hoice since the gradient
g
vectorss have proved thheir applicabilityy in the Steepestt Descent
m
method, and theey are orthogonaal to the previou
us search directio
on. For a quadraatic function, ass given in equatiion (4.6), the proocedure is
aas follows.
T
The initial step is
i in the directio
on of the steepesst descent:

S
Subsequently, th
he mutually con
njugate direction
ns are chosen so
o that

w
where the coeffiicient

is given
n by, for examp
ple, the so called
d Fletcher-Reevees formula:

F
For details, see Walsh.
W
The step
p length along each direction is given by

T
The resulting iteerative formula is identical to (4
4.5).
W
When the matrix
x in (4.13) is not
n known, or iss too computatio
onally costly to determine, the sstepsize can be found by linearr searches.
F
For the Conjugaate Gradient metthod to converg
ge in n iterationss, these linear seearches need to bbe accurate. Eveen small deviatiions can
ccause the search
h vectors to lose -orthogonalitty, resulting in the
t method spen
nding more thann n iterations in llocating the minnimum
ppoint. In practicce, accurate lineaar searches are impossible,
i
both
h due to numericcal accuracy andd limited compuuting time. The direct use
oof equation (4.13) will most lik
kely not bring uss to the solution in n iterations either,
e
the reasonn being the limiited numerical aaccuracy in
tthe computation
ns which graduaally will make th
he search vectors lose their conjjugacy. It shouldd also be mentiooned that if the m
matrix
bbadly scaled, thee convergence will
w be slowed down
d
considerab
bly, as it was forr the Steepest D
Descent method.
E
Even though thee Conjugate Graadients method is
i designed to fiind the minimum
m point for simpple quadratic funnctions, it also ddoes the
jjob well for any
y continuous fun
nction
for which
w
the gradieent
can be
b computed. E
Equation (4.13) ccan not be used for nonqquadratic functions, so the step length has to bee determined by
y linear searchess. The conjugacyy of the generatted directions m
may then
pprogressively bee lost, not only due
d to the inaccu
urate linear searrches, but also due
d to the non-qquadratic terms oof the functions. An
aalternative to thee Fletcher-Reev
ves formula that, to a certain exttent, deals with this problem, iss the Polak-Ribiière formula Preess:

is

T
The difference in
i performance between
b
these tw
wo formulas is not
n big though, but the Polak-R
Ribière formula is known to perrform
bbetter for non-qu
uadratic functio
ons.
T
The iterative alg
gorithm for the Conjugate
C
Grad
dients method fo
or non-quadraticc functions usingg the Polak-Ribiière formula is ggiven in
A
Algorithm 4.2.

R
Regardless of th
he direction-upd
date formula useed, one must deaal with the loss of
o conjugacy thaat results from tthe the non-quaddratic
tterms. The Conjjugate Gradientss method is ofteen employed to problems
p
wheree the number of variables n is laarge, and it is noot unusual
ffor the method to
t start generatin
ng nonsensical and
a inefficient directions
d
of seaarch after a few iterations. For tthis reason it is iimportant
tto operate the method
m
in cycles, with the first step
s being the Stteepest Descent step. One exam
mple of a restartiing policy is to rrestart with
tthe Steepest Desscent step after n iterations after the preceding restart.

A
Another practicaal issue relates to
t the accuracy of
o the linear seaarch that is necessary for efficieent computationn. On one hand, an accurate
llinear search is needed
n
to limit the loss of direcction conjugacy. On the other hand,
h
insisting onn very accurate line search can be
ccomputationally
y expensive. To find the best po
ossible middle path, trial and errror is needed.
T
The Conjugate Gradients
G
metho
od is apart from being an optim
mization method,, also one of thee most prominennt iterative methhod for
ssolving sparse systems of linearr equations. It iss fast and uses sm
mall amounts of storage since iit only needs thee calculation and storage
oof the second deerivative at each
h iteration. The latter
l
becomes significant
s
when
n n is so large thhat problems of computer storagge arises.
B
But, everything is not shiny; thee less similar f is to a quadratic function, the more
m
quickly the search directionns lose conjugaccy, and the
m
method may in the
t worst case not
n converge at all.
a Although, itt is generally to be preferred ovver the Steepest D
Descent methodd.

T
The Newto
on-Raphso
on Method
d
We now devotte our attention to
t a method of category
c
(3) from
m page . The method
m
differs ffrom the Steepeest Descent and Conjugate
G
Gradients metho
od, which both are
a of category (2),
( in that the in
nformation of th
he second derivaative is used to locate the minim
mum of the
ffunction
. This results in faster
f
convergen
nce, but not neceessarily less com
mputing time. T
The computationn of the second dderivate
aand the handling
g of its matrix can be very time-consuming, esp
pecially for larg
ge systems.
T
The idea behind
d the Newton-Ra
aphson method is
i to approximatte the given funcction
in eaach iteration by a quadratic funcction, as
ggiven in equatio
on (4.6), and then move to the minimum
m
of thiss quadratic. The quadratic functtion for a point in a suitable
nneighbourhood of the current po
oint is given by a truncated Taylor
T
series:

w
where both the gradient
g

and the Hessian mattrix

are evalluated at

. Th
he derivative of ((4.15) is

T
The Hessian maatrix is always sy
ymmetric if the function
H
Hence, (4.16) reeduces to

IIf we assume that

takes itss minimum at

is tw
wice continuoussly differentiablle at every pointt, which is the case here.

, the grad
dient is zero; i.ee.

w
which is noting else but a linearr system. The Newton-Raphson
N
n method uses th
he
fformula

w
where

as the nextt current point, rresulting in the iterative

is often referrred to as the Newton direction
n.

IIf the approximaation in (4.15) is valid, the meth
hod will converge in just a few iterations. For eexample, if the function to be ooptimized,
, is a n-dim
mensional quadrratic function, itt will converge in
i only one step from any startin
ing point.
E
Even though thee convergence may
m seem to be fast,
f
judged by the
t number of itterations, each iiteration does innclude the calcullation of
tthe second deriv
vative and handlling of the Hessian. The perform
mance of the meethod is thereforre very dependeent on certain quualities of

tthe Hessian. On
ne of these qualitties is positive definiteness.
d
Forr the method to converge towarrds a minimum, the Newton dirrection
nneeds to be a dirrection of desceent. Thus, we req
quire

w
which, by insertting (4.19), givees

T
This inequality is
i satisfied at all points for whicch
ositive definite. T
The further is from the soluttion, the
if
is po
w
worse the quadrratic approximattion in (4.15) geets, which can reesult in the Hesssian not being ppositive definite.. The method is then no
llonger guaranteeed to proceed to
oward a minimu
um; it may end up
u at any other critical
c
point, whhether it be a saaddle point or a m
maximum
ppoint.
T
There are severaal ways to makee sure that the Hessian
H
is positiv
ve definite, e.g. by adding a largge enough , w
where is the unnit matrix
aand is a positiv
ve scalar, or by diagonalizing
d
th
he matrix by thee use of eigenvallues. Descriptioons of some of thhese methods caan be found
iin textbooks likee GMW,DS.
T
The size of the Hessian
H
can also
o be crucial to th
he effectivenesss of the Newton--Raphson methood. For systems with a large nuumber of
ddimensions, i.e. that the functio
on
has a larrge number of variables,
v
both th
he computation of the matrix, aand calculationss that
iincludes it, will be very time-co
onsuming. This can be mended by either just ussing the diagonaal terms in the H
Hessian; i.e. ignooring the
ccross terms, or just not recalculate the Hessian at each iteration
n (can be done due
d to slow variiation of the second derivative)..
A
Another serious disadvantage of
o the Newton-R
Raphson method
d is that it is not necessarily globbally convergennt, meaning that it may not
cconverge from any
a starting poin
nt. If it does con
nverge, it is not unusual
u
that it expend
e
significaant computationnal efforts in gettting close
eenough to the so
olution where th
he approximation in (4.15) beco
omes valid, and the convergencee is fast. An aidd to this problem
m is to
aadjust the stepsiize in the Newto
on direction, asssuring the functiion value to decrrease. Equationn (4.19) is then aas follows:

T
There are severaal methods for doing
d
this, for ex
xample linear seearches and fixeed stepsize menttioned in Subsecction 4.3.1, but it is
rrecommended to
o use a backtraccking scheme [e.g. by][]Press, where
w
the full Newton
N
step,
, is tried firrst. If this step ffail to
ssatisfy the criterrion for the decrrease of the funcction, one backtrracks in a system
matic way alongg the Newton diirection. The advvantage of
ddoing this is thaat one will be able to enjoy the fast
f convergencee of the Newton
n-Raphson methhod close to the solution. For deetails on
tthe backtracking
g scheme, see fo
or example [pag
ge 377]Press; [Seection 6.3]DS.
IIn spite of thesee mentioned prob
blems, the Newtton-Raphson meethod enjoys a certain
c
amount oof popularity beecause of its fastt
cconvergence in a sufficiently sm
mall neighbourh
hood of the statio
onary value. Th
he convergence iis quadratic, whhich, loosely speeaking,
m
means that the number
n
of signifficant digits dou
uble after each itteration. In com
mparison, the connvergence of Steepest Descent method is
aat best linear and for the Conjug
gate Gradients method
m
it is supeerlinear. The ressultant algorithm
m for the Newtoon-Raphson metthod using
bbacktracking is given in Algoritthm 4.3.

A
As shown in Sub
bsection 4.3.1, the
t method of Steepest
S
Descentt start out having
g a rather rapid convergence, w
while Newton-R
Raphson has
jjust the oppositee quality; starts out slowly and ends
e
with a very
y rapid convergeence. It is too obbvious to be ignnored that these two
m
methods can be combined, resu
ulting in a very efficient
e
method
d. One starts outt with the Steepeest Descent metthod, and switchh to the
N
Newton-Raphso
on method when
n the progress by
y the former getts slow, and enjo
oys the quadratiic convergence of the latter. Ann example
oof this type of co
ombination is discussed next (aand in Section 5.3: the Hybrid method).
m

S
Secant Meethod

Comparing thee iterative formu
ula of the Steepeest Descent (4.5) with (4.22) shows that the Steeepest Decent m
method is identiccal to the
N
Newton-Raphso
on when
m
method.

, being the unit matrix. Thiis is the basis fo
or the Secant meethod, also know
wn as the Variabble Metric

A
As seen in the previous
p
subsecttion, the Hessian
n matrix needed
d in the Newton--Raphson methood can be both laborious to calcculate and
iinvert for system
ms with a large number
n
of dimeensions. The idea of the Secant method is not too use the Hessiaan matrix directlly, but
rrather start of th
he procedure witth an approximaation to the matrrix, which, as on
ne gets closer too the solution, grradually approaaches the
H
Hessian.
T
The earliest Seccant methods weere formulated in
n terms of consttructing a sequeence of matricess
tthat is,

which buildds up the inversee Hessian;

E
Even better if th
he limit is achiev
ved after n iterattions instead off infinitely many
y iterations. Thee iterative formuula is then

w
where is the gradient.
g
Later, methods for con
nstructing the orrdinary Hessian
n were presentedd. The inverse H
Hessian approxim
mation
m
might seem to offer
o
an advantag
ge in terms of th
he number of arithmetic operatiion required to pperform an iteraation, since one needs to
iinverse the matrrix for the Hessiian update. Thiss seeming defectt was eliminated
d by, instead of updating the Heessian, the Chollesky
ffactors
of the
t Hessian werre modified at eaach iteration GM
MW. The numbeer of arithmetic operations is thhen the same forr the two
m
methods. Both methods
m
are bein
ng used today, the
t choice being
g a matter of con
nvenience and taaste. The inversse Hessian updatte will be
uused in this thessis, and thereforee only this meth
hod will be preseented in the folllowing. For detaails on the Hessiian update, see G
GMW,DS.
F
For a n-dimensional quadratic function,
f
the inv
verse Hessian will be achieved after
a
at most n iiterations, and thhe solution will then be
llocated, from wh
hat we saw in Subsection
S
4.3.3, in only one iteeration. Hence, the
t solution willl be arrived at affter at most n iteerations. In
oother words, this method resem
mbles the method
d of Steepest Deescent near the starting
s
point off the procedure, while near the ooptimal
ppoint, it metamo
orphose into the Newton-Raphsson method.

T
The Secant meth
hod is quite sim
milar to the Conju
ugate Gradientss, in some senses. They both connverge after n itterations for an nddimensional quaadratic function, they both accu
umulate informaation from succeessive iterations,, and they both require the calculation of
oonly the first derrivative. (The laatter makes the Secant
S
method part
p of category
y (2) from page .) The main diifference between the two
m
methods is the way
w they store and
a update the in
nformation; the Secant method requires an
matrix whilee the Conjugate Gradients
m
method only neeeds an n-dimenssional vector. Usually,
U
the storaage of the matrix
x in the Secant m
method is no dissadvantage, at leeast not for
a moderate num
mber of variabless.
S
So how are the
being updateed at each iteratiion? There are two
t main schem
mes GMW, nameely Davidon-Fleetcher-Powell (D
DFP) and
B
Broyden-Fletcheer-Goldfarb-Shaanno (BFGS). Let
L us first consiider the DFP alg
gorithm. At a pooint , the apprroximated inverrse Hessian
aat the subsequen
nt point is given
n by Press

w
where
m
mutually

and

, being the gradient.
g
This ex
xpression is connstructed by forcing the -s to bbe

-con
njugate. Even though the deducttion of equation
n (4.25) is in reg
gard of a quadrattic function, it bbasically appliess for all

kkinds of equatio
ons/systems. Another property of
o (4.25) is that if is positivee definite, it willl remain so for eeach k; i.e.
ssequence of possitive definite matrices. For proo
ofs and a detaileed deduction of (4.25), see Wallsh.

iss a

T
The BFGS algorrithm was later introduced to im
mproved some unbecoming
u
feattures of the DFP
P formula, conccerning, for exam
mple,
rroundoff error and
a convergencee tolerance. The BFGS updating
g formula is exaactly the same, aapart from one aadditional term P
Press

w
where is defined by

T
The BFGS form
mula is usually to
o be preferred GMW.
G
T
The step length

in equation (4.24) is determiined as for the Newton-Raphson
N
n method; i.e eiither by linear seearch, backtrackking, or by

ddeciding on
and graadually changin
ng it to unity as the
t solution is being
b
approachedd. The algorithm
m for the BFGS update
w
with backtrackin
ng is given in Algorithm
A
4.4.
T
The Secant meth
hod has becomee very popular for
fo optimization:: it converges faast (at best superrlinear), it is staable, and spends relatively
m
modest computiing time at each iteration. The method
m
is often being preferred over the Conjuugate Gradients m
method, but thee latter will
hhave an advantaage over the form
mer for systems with large num
mber of dimensio
ons (e.g. 10,0000). Since both the DFP and the B
BFGS
uupdating formullas are guaranteed to uphold thee positive definiiteness of the iniitial approximattion of the inverrse Hessian (asssuming that
tthere are no roun
ndoff errors thaat results in loss of positive defin
niteness), the Seecant method w
will only be able to locate minim
mum points.

